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Abstract

Vision-and-Language (ViL) modeling advancements have resulted in significant
improvements to aggregate metric performance on a variety of tasks. However, this
evaluation may not accurately reflect a model’s capability to behave as intended by
its creator, or according to the expectations of an end-user. Behavioral testing and
sensemaking methods have been identified as effective for surfacing these errors in
ViL models, but are limited in practice by their ability to scale to many examples
and involved engineering requirements. In order to be practical for ViL tasks and
suitable for organizational-level testing, these methods must scale to large sample
sizes without requiring costly or repetitive engineering efforts for each individual
test case. To address these challenges, we propose VALET, a system designed to
rapidly develop scalable behavioral tests for ViL models that offers a high-level
interface for non-technical users to perform testing that is supported by a modular
system of interoperable components enabling expert users to extend and share
testing environments more easily. We present a case study using VALET to evaluate
a language-guided model’s capability to count in zero-shot image classification.

1 Introduction

Large-scale pretrained Vision-and-Language (ViL) models [Chen et al., 2022, Radford et al., 2021,
Jia et al., 2021] have shown significant progress in improving performance on tasks such as visual
question answering [Goyal et al., 2017, Johnson et al., 2017], image captioning [Lin et al., 2014,
Agrawal et al., 2019], and text-based image retrieval [Lin et al., 2014, Plummer et al., 2015]. However,
the use of aggregate metrics to evaluate model performance on static test sets may not always
accurately reflect a model’s ability to behave as expected with respect to some critical capability. For
example, it may be desirable for a model to be capable of understanding spatial relationships (e.g., Q:
“What is above the counter” A:“Two frying pans”). Behavioral testing [Ribeiro et al., 2020, Rahwan
et al., 2019] and sensemaking frameworks [Cabrera et al., 2023b] offer a pathway to profile consistent
predictive patterns around these capabilities – the model’s behavior – and expose systemic errors
obfuscated by aggregate metrics where model predictions are consistently misaligned with human
semantic understanding, but do not trivially extend to the ViL setting (e.g. using text templates to
generate targeted test cases) or require extensive human input to manually catalogue (mis)predictions.

Several prior works have studied behavior verification for AI models. CheckList [Ribeiro et al., 2020]
automates scalable behavior tests for NLP models by allowing users to write text templates which
target specific model capabilities, but a ViL extension is nontrivial due to the time and accuracy
constraints of generating fine-grained realistic images matching the corresponding text template for
a task. Human-driven sensemaking frameworks like AIFinnity [Cabrera et al., 2023b] can provide
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insights into model capabilities, but are limited in scale by the number of testable samples due to their
focus on exploratory affordances with individual instances of data over support for scalable testing
scenarios. This work introduces VALET, a visual interface enabling rapid construction and execution
of scalable behavior tests for ViL models. Unlike other methods, VALET offers testing automation
alongside a composable system of reusable testing components that can scale to thousands of samples
without the need for redundant work between users. Concurrent to our work is Zeno [Cabrera et al.,
2023a], which provides a general platform for evaluating the behavior of AI models but does not
allow for the transformation and permutation of existing data to generate novel test cases, and does
not offer tooling to define scalable test templates based on intermodal relationships and metadata.

2 VALET Methodology

VALET comprises a high-level visual user interface for designing tests and an extensible system of
discrete interoperable testing components which may be conveniently composed to form arbitrary
tests directly from the interface. By enabling the flexible integration of these components, VALET
facilitates the creation of complex ViL behavior tests while ensuring scalability and ease of use.

B Configure test components

A Define test types and sections

C Execute and analyze tests

Export Instance results 
for further analysis

Dynamic components 
from user plugins

Figure 1: An example user workflow with VALET.
A user begins by (A) Defining a conceptually
aligned set of tests and sections then (B) Config-
ures each test within those sections before (C)
Executing those tests and analyzing the results.

User Interface. The VALET visual interface al-
lows users to compose components into tests, en-
abling them to rapidly verify desired model behav-
iors. First, (Fig. 1 A ) users define conceptually
aligned categories of tests, specifying a name and
test type2 for each. They may also load test suites
previously shared by other users. Next, (Fig. 1 B )
they configure individual components to be used
in the test, such as models to evaluate, metrics to
run, and permutations to perform. Users can au-
tomatically generate numerous testing samples by
constructing text templates that may incorporate
image metadata and user-defined functions. Fi-
nally, (Fig. 1 C ) users can execute subsets of their
tests and get diagnostic feedback of their model(s)
performance. In the event of surprising behavior,
users can download a JSON document containing
model predictions for further investigation.

Reusable Components. VALET is based on a sys-
tem of reusable Python components that can be
easily shared among users, decomposing behav-
ioral tests into four core elements: datasets, per-
mutations, measures, and models, which offers
technical users the flexibility to integrate new com-
ponents without sacrificing interoperability. This
modular architecture enables code reuse between
tests, avoiding duplication of effort among users
and creating a comprehensive ecosystem of testing
components for use by non-technical users over
time. As shown in Fig. 2, to construct a new com-
ponent, a user must only extend the relevant parent
class to perform a permutation and define meta-
data for configuration options to be exposed in the
visual interface for use by non-technical users.

Unique to VALET is the ability to connect existing ViL datasets and image metadata into text templates
when designing automatically scalable tests. A user may define functions to be used within templates
that pull relevant information from an associated image (e.g., the original caption, object counts,
question-answer pairs) so that they may be leveraged for generating text (e.g., new captions, permuted
object counts, novel questions) which captures a true visiolinguistic relationship with an image.

2For simplicity, we use the same test types as Ribeiro et al. [2020]
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3 Case Study: Counting

In this section, we detail an example scenario where a researcher uses VALET to diagnose a behavioral
error in their model that was otherwise obfuscated by typical aggregate classification metrics.

class MyPerm(valet.TextPermutation):
def __init__(self):

// initalize permutation

def __call__(self , x):
// permute packed data

@classmethod
def metadata(cls):

// expose interface options

Figure 2: Example definition of a new
TextPermutation component to include in
the VALET interface. Data is shared between compo-
nents such that text permutations may consider image
metadata and vice versa. Allowing technical users to
leverage multimodal relationships in their testing.

A research scientist has developed a new ViL
model to improve zero-shot classification ac-
curacy in busy images. However, during test-
ing, the new model shows no significant dif-
ference in accuracy to the baseline version
on average. The scientist identifies count-
ing as a critical capability of the model for
their intended use case, particularly for iden-
tifying the number of subjects in an image
(e.g., “A photo of four people”). Improving
this capability is known to increase customer
satisfaction when interacting with the model.
To evaluate this behavior, the scientist uses
VALET to define a new section of counting
tests (Fig. 1 A ) which they configure to mea-
sure a small number of counting-based sam-
ples to establish minimum functionality of
the capability. Additionally, they automati-
cally generate a large set of examples by writ-
ing a template (Fig. 1 B ) which permutes
the text of counting-based prompts and masks counted objects in the image with known expected
results. For example, masking all but one person from an image, and permuting the caption to “A
photo of one person”. Executing the tests (Fig. 1 C ) reveals that the original model makes a disparate
number of errors concentrated in subject counting, whereas the new version does not. The researcher
further analyzes specific examples of the test outputs to confirm this behavioral pattern, concluding
that the new model is more desirable for their use case despite its similar average performance.

In this scenario, VALET enabled the researcher to uncover differences in the behavior of two models
related to a critical capability that was not apparent from aggregate metrics, and may easily reuse
their testing components in future evaluation. By constructing scalable tests for this behavior, the
researcher verified critical capabilities and selected the model that better suits their customers’ needs.

4 Conclusion

We present ongoing work on VALET, a tool for rapidly developing scalable behavior tests for Vision-
and-Language models. VALET allows users to develop tests based on permutations of existing ViL
datasets and by creating their own targeted samples based on templates which respect visiolinguistic
relationships. We hope for VALET to allow stakeholders of varying technical ability to effectively
evaluate the behavior of their models and identify persistent errors in critical capabilities.
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